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DAOISM 
From the Dao, to the universe, to the mind; from the 
mountain hermitage, to the temple, to the imperial 
court; from the sage, to the master, to the layperson—in 
this essay follow a visually-highlighted thread that 
Daoism has woven through China’s history and its 
indigenous cultural fabric. 
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 Daoism Alongside Confucianism  

he differences between Daoism and Confucianism, the two indigenous religions of China, will 
on the surface be blaringly obvious.  Daoism is more apt to inspire images of long scraggly 

beards and be more akin to astronauts exploring the unknowns of space.  Yet Confucianism? The clean-
shaven face and an instructor teaching social etiquette.   

Throughout history Daoism has been a philosophy that has inspired practitioner-hermits who 
separated themselves from the world, secluding themselves alone in nature, while Confucianism has 
inspired people to cultivate themselves so as to master the family and social life of humanity.  Daoism has 
looked often to the immaterial, the heavens and the stars, while Confucianism has stayed very much at 
home on the earth with the human and material world.   

Philosophically-based on the abstract of all abstracts, the Dao or Way, Daoism did not feign from 
the mystical, seeking answer and inspiration from it, while its indigenous counterpart acknowledged an 
intangible Heaven, yet focused its philosophy on human virtue, humaneness and propriety in human 
relationships and social roles.  In practice, Daoism aimed to understand and harness energy, or Qi, often 
through esoteric internal energy practices that could eventually unite them with the Dao, while 
Confucianism cultivated humaneness through propriety practiced amongst the various roles and 
relationships of daily human life.   

“Superstition,” might be a reaction by some to Daoism knowing 
that it strived for immortality, practiced divination, wrote talismans 
for health and wealth, and practiced the arts of Fengshui.  Though it 
eventually shed the pursuit of immortality, its other practices lent it 
obscurity that inspired suspicion rarely afforded to Confucian rites 
and practices.  The pursuit of immortality did eventually give way to 
cultivating longevity through energy-building and harnessing 
exercises, such as Qigong and Tai Ji Quan.   

The Confucians on the other hand did not purposely 
exercise their bodies or energy.  They achieved some sort of exercise 
through the constant practice of propriety that required prostration 
in ritual and bowing in social life, or simply via the rigors of earnestly 
fulfilling their personal roles in social life.  Thus, for the Confucians 
the spiritual life happened in the interaction of humans.   

In contrast, spiritual life for the Daoist depended on the 
platform of a robust physique and high energy that enabled longevity 
for which would allow them to cultivate themselves longer.  With 
proper cultivation the Daoist could attain complete spiritual 

unification, and thus harmony, with the Dao.   

For the Confucians harmony with Heaven was paramount.  Harmony was based first on the 
individual realization and practice of humaneness.  Humaneness would then radiate out through propriety 
into the familial and social spheres, until humanity could come into harmony collectively with Heaven.   
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Figure 1 Daoist wealth talisman. 



Though not emphasized, individual practice and unification with the Dao would naturally cause 
collective harmony with it.  This puts Daoism in parallel with Confucianism’s aims of harmony with 
Heaven arising first from the individual, then to the collective.  Yet it was Daoism that notably emphasized 
harmony with nature—the nature of the earth and the cosmos.  Separation from humanity was the means to 
its harmony.  This approach is paradoxical, though sensical, in that for humans to live in harmony with 
each other they must first learn to know and retain their own purity while not becoming encumbered with 
any of the impurities of humanity.  For the Daoist’s this meant extended commune with the pure natural 
world.   

The differences of the two philosophies are striking.  Though both strove to benefit humanity in 
profound ways, their methods differed as much as night and day at times.  Their contrasting approach can 
be seen in the face to face meetings between their two most famous progenitors, Daoism’s Laozi and 
Confucianism’s Confucius. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Laozi Sees Confucius 

 

In the Zhuangzi, Laozi’s meetings 
with Confucius expose basic differences 
between the two philosophies.  In Zhuangzi 
[22], Laozi attempts to elucidate the Dao or 
“Perfect Way” to Confucius and 
simultaneously shakes the pillars of 
Confucian philosophy.  “Do away with 
knowledge,” Laozi says, deprioritizing 
scholarship of ancient texts revered by 
Confucians.  Waxing profoundly mystical, 
and contrary to the humanism of Confucius’ 

thinking, Laozi said “The bright and shining 
[Dao] is born out of deep darkness.”  Then with timeless candor, Laozi rhetorically asks about Confucius’ 
Way of the Gentleman, and expounds that it is “mere superficiality, is it not?” 

Though it seems that Laozi is transmitting a higher truth, and it would be sensical to gravitate 
towards that truth, in modern times the practice of it is much less practical.  The question of practicality, 
with regards Daoism’s inclination toward the natural world and separation from humanity, is important in 
the increasingly urbanized modern world.  In the condensed population meccas globally, where getting a 
retreat into nature is a large challenge, knowing how to properly engage humanity harmoniously is vital. 
This could be one of the reasons Confucius, though benefiting immensely from Laozi’s teachings, did not 
forsake the propagation and practice of the Confucian philosophy.  

 

Actually, it is in effect more harmonious 
to view the differences between these two great 
Chinese philosophies as mutually supplemental.  
This better reconciles their differences and 
affords them the opportunity of complementary 
application.  This also can reduce discord 
between them and their respective practitioners, 
as well as aid their goals of harmony.   

The contrasting elements of the two 
systems reflect less that one system is superior or 
inferior, and reflect more the need for diverse 
philosophical approaches and methods for the 
diversity of history, culture, and geography.  This 
diversity has been at issue from ancient times to 

modern China.  Yet, it is even more so an issue 
in modern times, as more countries and cultures 
mix in historically unprecedented ways in 
globally. 

 
Figure 3 “Confucius & Lao Tzu (Laozi)". 

 

 

Figure 2 Confucius goes to see Laozi.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMMJ8prd88g


 

 

 

 

Daoism’s Historical Impact on China 

 

Figure 4 Daoist Pantheon. 

Before having any idea of the impact of Daoism on China’s history one look at its pantheon gives an idea of 
the rich and colorful potential the philosophy has for historical influence.  Though heavily steeped in its 
own rigorous austerities and disciplines, Daoist spiritual study, practice and realization has culminated in 

particularly charismatic divine beings and personages.  That has inspired not only dedicated Daoist 
practitioners and masters but the music, art and literature world as well.  To see how this historical 

influence began, let’s go back to the VERY,  

very  

beginning… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Originally, according to a Daoist classic 
attributed to the sage and oft considered “founder of 
Daoism,” Laozi, there was nothing.  Only void, void of 
even void itself… 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

…then with inexplicable motion the void 
coalesced into a single energy, One.  The most 
pregnant of potentials had been generated… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Chinese calligraphy of a circle, representing the 
void. 

Figure 6 Chinese calligraphy for the number one. Here representing 
the single concentrated energy of the void. 



 

 

…and from One  

came the high tier of the Daoist pantheon,  

the divine trinity of the Three Purities: 

 

 

Figure 7 The Grand Purity. 

Believed to have incarnated as 
Laozi, the Grand Purity is 
connected to virtue, also 

known as "The Universally 
Honored One of Dao and 

Virtues." 

 

 

Figure 8 The Jade Purity a.k.a. "The 
Universally Honoured One of Divinities 

and Treasures," receives particular 
reverence from Daoists for having 

invented writing and thus ushering in the 
Daoist texts. 

 

 

Figure 9 The Supreme Purity. 

The Supreme Purity 
transmitted the sacred 

writings to the lower rungs of 
the pantheon. Also known as 
"The Universally Honoured 

One of Divinities and 
Treasures." 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The Three Purities begot 

the Five Ancients 

 

 

Figure 10 The Five Ancients. 

 

The Five Stars, Five Directions, Five Gods, Five Gods of the Five Organs etcetera were all names for the 
Five Ancients and essential entities of the Daoist pantheon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From this divine five came the Five Elements: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Five Elements, or “energies,” of water, 
wood, fire, earth and metal, formed an essential 
energetic basis of the myriad manifestations of the 
material and energetic world. 

These manifestations were comprehensively 
grouped into fives depending on which energies of 
the Five Elements they came from. Seasons, flavors, 
emotions, directions, colors, climate, and sound, for 
example, all found source within these five essential 
elemental energies. 

Foods notably found place within the 
context and system of the five energies.  This system 
of defining foods by its energetic nature underlay 
with great impact the health and dietary system of 
Daoism, and the Daoist-influenced Traditional 
Chinese Medicine.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 Diagram of the Five Elements. 

Figure 12 The Five Elements and related foods. 



 

It was upon this mystical and cascading origination of existence 

that the sages, masters, adepts and students  

of Daoist philosophy throughout history flourished from.   

Their study, practice and accomplishments billowed out concentrically,  

influencing other philosophies and religions, government, medicine, martial arts, war strategy, education, 
art, divination, Fengshui and more. 

 

Figure 13 Daoist pantheon in upright posture. 

The result  

has been the addition  

of the profound, the unique, the mysterious and the colorful  

to Chinese history. 

 

 



Laozi 

 

Figure 14 Laozi on his ox. 

 Trusted by many a Daoist to be the incarnation of the Three Purities, Laozi is one of the most 
famous sages of Daoist philosophy and history.  He is largely considered the founder of the philosophical 
aspect of Daoism, or Dao Jia.  He is best known in the western world for his supposed authorship of the 
seminal Daoist text the Dao De Jing, or The Classic of Dao and Virtue.   

Though the text is just one of the large collection of texts within the Daoist canon, it has inspired 
around 300 translations, second only to the Bible.  The influence it’s philosophy has had on the world 
outside of China is undeniable.  Part of that effect is very well attributable to its appeal to the profound 
depths of human nature, the human mind and the nature of existence.  Its aphorisms accomplish this with 
little appeal to any religiosity, and without force or criticism.  Thus, its profundity is not exclusive to any 
culture or religion, yet is simultaneously inclusive of the limitless Dao.   

 



Laozi is legendary as one who wandered with the wind.  It was only when he was famously 
beseeched by a border guard, as he rode his buffalo to the frontier of the kingdom, en route to final 
seclusion from civilization, that he finally was stirred to put the profundity Dao and virtue into writing.  The 
mystique of the story wafts of legend as Laozi, who after finishing the text, finally set off on his ambling ox, 
never to be seen again. 

 

 

Figure 15 Laozi leaving civilization. 

  

Notably, in figure 14, Laozi can be seen with the symbols of Yin-Yang and Ba Gua, represented 
halo-esque above his head.  These two symbols, and the principles they symbolize, are rooted in the Classic 
of Changes, actually considered a Confucian text.  This mix and mutual influence of philosophies can be 
seen in one of Laozi’s own aphorisms, in chapter 42 of the Dao De Jing, seen below in an ancient style of 
calligraphy: 

 

 

Figure 16 “The Way produces one, one produces two. The two produce the three and the three produce all things.” “Two” in this aphorism 
represents Yin and Yang, the great polarized field from which all creation and destruction in existence takes place. 

 



 

Figure 17 Statue of Laozi and "One." 

This mutual influence is very notable with regards the Daoist principle of “One.”  The Dao De 
Jing says all things, three and two, all find source in One.  The principle of One and its connection to all 
things, finds itself appearing in a Confucius teaching within The Analects.  Instead of erudition being 

the reason for Confucius’s alacrity in expounding the philosophical teachings, he explained simply “I 
penetrate all with one.” 

This is a teaching of a non-intellectual knowing of “all,” absent of the modern day enshrined value 
of accumulating knowledge.  Confucius was likely inspired by another of Laozi’s aphoristic teachings, 

“Without leaving one’s door all under heaven is known.” 

 

The significance of Daoism’s principle of One for Confucius, and 
subsequently all of Confucianism, can’t be understated. 

In principle, as everything finds source in One, One 
finds source in Dao, or the Way.  Later in Confucius’s life he 

was inspired to teach of the Way in the Analects [4:8] “If I 
can hear the Way in the morning, in the evening I can die 

content.” 

  The impact of One on the mature sage, which 
reverberated through centuries of Confucian philosophy, 

ushered in his realization of the great Way. 

Figure 18 Stone depiction of Laozi transmitting the teaching 
of "One" to Confucius. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Humanity emulates earth, earth emulates heaven, heaven emulates the Way, the Way emulates nature.”1 
 

 

Figure 19 Chinese calligraphy of part of Laozi aphorism saying "The Way emulates nature." 

 

Yet, even according to Laozi, arguably the most important and influential Daoist, the inexplicable, 
inconceivable source of all of existence, the Way, has its root in Nature.  Certainly, this is referring to 

something above and beyond, something far deeper and basic, than the common concept of nature.  This 
substantive twist to our notion of nature is challenging to our understanding of human nature, the natural 

world, or in other words, the nature of nature! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Aphorism from Thomas Cleary’s translation of Lao Zi’s Dao De Jing.  



 

 

 

The Eight Immortals 

 

 

Figure 20 The Eight Daoist Immortals. Lü Dong Bin in blue carries a demon-slaying sword, while Zhong Li Quan, with bare stomach, holds a 
fan. 

Laozi’s teaching of the Way following Nature is one principle that inspired centuries of practitioners to 
search for, study and practice the Way.  Some of those that attained high levels of realization became 

legendary, and were known as Immortals.  They embodied Daoist principles and developed supranormal 
abilities that helped create their stories and styles which deeply influenced Chinese culture and its 

imagination. 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lü Dong Bin 

The Immortals Immortal 

The Daoist and Confucian philosophical-cultural interplay in Chinese history continued on with one of the 
most renowned of the immortals, Lü Dong Bin.   

His legend started immersed in Confucianism and went on to take the Confucian-based civil service exams, 
but his story went forth into the stupors of wine binges, purportedly due to not passing said exams.   

His future teacher, Zhong Li Quan, one of the legendary eight immortals himself, found Lü Dong Bin, 
quite probably at rock bottom in his life, and maybe even literally, in the gutter.   

The light of the Dao shown to him by his teacher picked him all the way up into the annals of Daoist and 
Chinese history and legend. 

 

Figure 21 Lü Dong Bin 



 

The stories of the teachings Lü Dong Bin received from 
Zhong Li Quan abound.  One such story is known as:  

“Turning Stone to Gold.” 

Lü Dong Bin had been lugging a heavy object in 
a cloth bag on his shoulder for three years, all at the 
behest of his teacher.  One day the two were walking a 
mountain path when Lü Dong Bin accidently dropped 
the bag.  The bag crashed down the slope and opened, 
when he reached the place where the bag stopped he saw 
the contents within.  Although he saw that the contents 
were just one big ordinary stone, he hurriedly bundled it 
back up and caught up to Zhong Li Quan.   

His teacher, fully aware that the stone had been 
seen by his student, told him to take it out of the bag.  
He told Lü Dong Bin that he had had him carry the 
stone for two reasons.  One, to exercise Lü’s will, and 
two, to turn the stone into gold, which, with one 
command, Zhong Li Quan did just that!   

Lü Dong Bin was impressed whereby Zhong Li Quan asked him if he wanted to learn this 
alchemical art.  Lü asked him if the gold would ever turn back into stone.  His teacher’s answer was that 
transformed gold was different than real gold and would, after 500 years, revert to 
stone.  Hearing this Lü Dong Bin declined the offer to learn the mystical art 
and subsequently received high praise from his teacher who told his student his 
attainments would surpass his teacher’s. 

From this story it appears that although Lü Dong Bin did not pass his civil 
service examinations, Confucius’s teachings on humaneness and virtue were 

not lost on him.  The refusal to learn the unvirtuous art showed that he didn’t 
just talk the talk, but also walked the walk of the basic Confucian teaching: 

“What you don't want done to yourself, don't do to others.” Analects [12-2] 

It was this humaneness and virtue that impressed his teacher.  It may 
very well have been what catapulted him beyond his teacher.  Along with his 
Confucian background, his humaneness and virtue presupposed him to teach 
a commentary on the Confucian texts the Great Learning and Doctrine of the 
Mean, albeit with a strong mixture of Daoist philosophy to explain the seminal 
texts.  The philosophical influence upon the trajectory of these heretofore 
humanistic classics was that of up, into the cosmological ethers of the Dao, 
and in, to the depths of the mind. 

   

Figure 22 Zhong Li Quan teaching Lü Dong Bin. 

Figure 23 An inside page from Lü Dong 
Bin's commentary on the Great Learning 

and the Doctrine of the Mean. 



 

 
 
 

Daoist Schools and Thought Movements 
 

 
 
 
 

Huang-Lao Daoism 
 

 
                  Figure 24 The Yellow Emperor. 

 
 

                               Figure 25 Laozi. 

Not regarded as a school, as it had no systematized teachings, Huang-Lao Daoism was a major precursor to 
the many Daoist sects that followed in Chinese history.  Ideologically it was inspired by the virtue-teachings 

of the Yellow Emperor and Laozi.  The teachings were combined with immortality practices. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 

The Dao of the Celestial Masters 
 

Founded by Zhang Dao Ling, in 142 CE during the Eastern Han Dynasty, after purportedly 
dreaming of Laozi.  He, and later his grandson, practiced shamanic inspired healing practices that helped 
attract a following.  They found philosophical foundation in Laozi’s texts and believed in retaining and 
protecting Qi.  This was done notably through celibacy and avoiding and/or atoning for sin through 
repentance.  Sin was believed to open a swinging door where Qi was lost and illness could enter the body.   

Unsure though is if Laozi also taught this sect’s leaders that military rebellion was part of the great 
Way.  The “Five Pecks of Rice Rebellion,” started by Zhang’s grandson and religious leader of the sect at the 
time, was militarily successful and allotted a whole state in Sichuan to him.  It was invaded shortly after 
from the north, though the sect and its practices lived on. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 26 Ceremony commemorating the 
birthday of Zhang Dao Ling. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVYbYABIU_I


 
 
 
 

The Dao of Highest Clarity 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Founded during the Eastern Jin Dynasty (317-420 CE) by Lady 

Wei Hua Cun, the Dao of the Highest Clarity school didn’t have its first 
temple until the Liang Dynasty (502-587 CE). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Tao Hong Jing, with the help of Emperor Liang Wu Di, built the 
temple from which the school then propagated its teachings and practices 
newly systematized by Tang.  Tang, and many of the followers of the 
school, were from the imperial court which helped to funnel practices 
away from excessively esoteric practices.  Drinking the ash of talismans, 
or imbibing alchemical solutions for longevity and immortality couldn’t 
be “stomached” by the status quo any longer. 
 

  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 27 Painting of Wei Hua Cun. 

Figure 28 Tao Hong Jing. 



 
 
 
 

Ling Bao Tradition 
 

Also known as the “School of the Numinous Treasure,” it was 
another Eastern Jin dynasty creation of around 400 CE.  The Ling Bao 
tradition notably veered radically from prior schools.  They set about 
refocusing the practices of attaining physical immortality in one lifetime.   

The shift in focus was due to their assimilation of Buddhist 
principles and practices.  Karma, reincarnation, vegetarianism and the 
way of the bodhisattva (one who practices and works to aid all sentient 
beings before becoming a fully enlightened buddha) influenced the 
school. Thus, the Daoist ideal of immortality had been dramatically 
changed to being dependent on attaining moral purity which took more 
than one lifetime. 

 
 
  

The Way of the Two-Fold Mystery 

 

During the Tang dynasty (618-906 CE) Daoism’s influence 
upon the state and society came under threat by Buddhism.  At the 
beginning of the dynasty the imperial family did declare Laozi as 
the source of their family line, thereby making Daoism the official 
state religion.  Yet, by 722 there were 91 Buddhist temples, 
compared to just 14 Daoist temples, in the Tang capital alone.   

During this time the Imperial Court held religious debates 
that could sway imperial influence toward one religion or another.  
The debates at times were more for the court’s entertainment, still, 
the stakes were high.  The winner could receive financial backing 
for temple constructions, while the loser, possible banishment 
from the court, or worse.   

In response to Buddhist philosophy, the Way of the Two-Fold Mystery system of Daoist thought 
was created.  It countered certain Buddhist principles such as existence being merely a creation of the mind 
and essentially did not exist.  The Daoist school held that existence was real and an expression of Dao. 

Figure 29 A page from a Ling Bao text. 

Figure 30 Chinese character for "mystery." 



The Complete Reality School 

Political upheaval and social chaos of the Five Dynasties and 
Ten Kingdoms period (907-960 CE) brought Daoism together into 
fruitful collision with Confucianism and Buddhism.  One result was 
the Daoist Complete Reality School.  To this day it is the primary 
form of monastic Daoism and its practice of Internal Alchemy is 
renowned.   

The Complete Reality School was founded by Wang Zhe, 
who was taught by the aforementioned immortals, Lü Dong Bin and 
Zhong Li Quan.  Lü Dong Bin, considered to be the “father of 
Internal Alchemy,” pushed the practice of Internal Alchemy to the 
point where its notoriety became synonymous with the school.  
Chang Bo Duan, a famous practitioner of the school, wrote a well-
known practitioners manual that focused Daoist practice on mind-
body cultivation.  

During the Song and Yuan dynasties the school made large 
political and social contributions.  The Mongol invasion that ensued 
in the Song saw the Complete Reality School’s efforts help avoid 
huge loss of life.  During the Yuan dynasty the school’s social 
impact reached new territories as a considerable portion of its 
clergy was made up of women.  

 

 

Figure 32 Painting and calligraphy of the "Golden Elixir," aspired for by Internal Alchemy practitioners. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 31 Illustration from an old Internal Alchemy text 
to aid practitioners. 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Daoism’s Influence within the Three Teachings 
 
 
 

 
Figure 33 Bodhidharma. 

 
 

In 500 CE the legendary Buddhist patriarch of India and renowned founder of Chan Buddhism, 
Bodhidharma, arrived in China.  With his coming came the beginning of the melding of the Three 

Teachings of Daoism, Buddhism and Confucianism. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Master Fu 

 
 

During Bodhidharma’s time in China he met with the then 24-
year old incarnation of Maitreya Boddhisattva, and future patriarch of 
Chinese Vimalakirti Zen Buddhism, Master Fu.  After receiving an 
enlightening “tip” from Bodhidharma that he was an incarnation of the 
next buddha, Maitreya, he knew he had come from and was destined 
again for the Tushita Heaven.  Master Fu then left society with his wife 
to practice Buddhism.    

Master Fu was renowned for his expounding and practice of 
the Three Teachings or “The Three Religions are One.”   He even met 
with the reigning Emperor Liang Wu Di wearing a Daoist crown on his 
head, Buddhist monk robes on his body and Confucian shoes upon his 
feet (as seen below).  Through this bold unorthodox display, more 
seeming of a Daoist immortal, Master Fu displayed the unification of 
the three religions.  

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 
One Chinese character for “head”2 also means “first,” and for Daoist’s the first of all firsts is always 

the Way or Dao.   Thus, Master Fu, with the Daoist crown upon his head, was representing the Dao, and 
that within the head contained the “mystery within mystery; the door to all marvels.”3 

 

                                                           
2 The character for “head” and “first” is 首, the Chinese pinyin is “shou.”  
3 Dao De Jing. Part 1.  

Daoist Crown
Buddhist 

Robe
Confucian Shoes

Figure 34 Drawing of Master Fu in 
attire of the Three Religions. 



 
 

The Three, their Schools and their Fives 
 
 Via Bodhidharma, Master Fu and the eventual political, social and 
religious upheaval that accompanied the short and chaotic Five Dynasties 
and Ten Kingdoms, the three major religions came even more into 
contact.  The result was combinations of the three, to different degrees, 
within certain schools of each of the religions.   

Three examples of schools that blended aspects of the three 
religions was the predominately Confucian school of Neo-Confucianism, 
the predominately Buddhist school of Yuan Ming, and, predominately 
Daoist, Complete Reality School.   

Another notable cross-interaction between the three philosophical 
and religious systems was based on their combination of basic principles 
into groups, notably again, of five.  These three groups of five can be seen 
to directly correlate.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36 Chart of the "Three Fives as One." 

   

 

Figure 35 Neo-Confucian scholar Zhu 
Xi.  The school of Neo-Confucianism 
utilized Daoist metaphysics for theory on 
the nature of the universe, but only as a 
means to focus Confucian morality 
rather than search for and attain 
immortality. 



The Complete Reality School 

A deep disillusionment must have been felt over time amongst Daoists because of the deaths of 
practitioners, and even an emperor, due to some practices.  One such questionable practice, and a Daoist 
aim of yore, was attaining physical immortality.  Emperor Qin Shi Huang, who was the first to unite the 
vast breadth of China under one dynasty, fell prey to this dream.  Having the entire realm in his hands his 
fate turned towards the preservation of his power, and thus his mortal life.  Via the guidance of the Daoist 
Xu Fu, the emperor searched for and imbibed immortality elixirs, which are thought to have brought about 
his early death.   

Reviewing and reflecting on history, coupled with the alternative philosophical approaches of the 
Buddhists and Confucians, Daoist thought-schools that followed later were apt to see the lack of wisdom 
and virtue of past practitioners and Emperor Qin.  The Emperor’s ignorance-led mass burning of books and 
immoral assassination of scholars whose ideas ran contrary to his, very well were perfect ground for the 
resonation of other philosophies’ principles within Daoism.  Buddhism’s karma and reincarnation and 
Confucianism’s virtue-steeped principles both influenced subsequent reflection on and reform of the early 
Daoist ideal of immortality. 

 This philosophical climate became part of what paved the way for the creation of the Complete 
Reality school.  The founder Wang Zhe, a.k.a Wang Chong Yang, gravitated philosophically to the Laozi-
esque natural simplicity.  At the same time, he respected Buddhist karma and reincarnation and Confucian 
filial piety and service to others, which he thus thread through the school.  He eventually attracted seven 
students that helped to preserve and spread the school’s thought and practice. 

 

 

Figure 37 Wang Zhe with his seven disciples. 



 

 

 

 

As with any substantial school of thought that attracts social reverence, intermingling with the political state 
and other systems of thought is inevitable.  The governing body of any time will always have political needs, 

whims, disaffections, reverence, temper tantrums, tolerance, power struggles and strategies etcetera.  
Similarities, differences, challenges and ups and downs in accordance with whimsical governing bodies 
inevitably affect other systems of thought too.  It is within the Chinese version of this “messily” woven 
tapestry of history and humanity, that Daoism took its own roller coaster ride of influence on historical 

China.   

 

Figure 38 Mural of Chinese history, with founders of the Three Religions at the top. 

Yet with its principles founded in the nature of the universe, the earth and humanity, Daoism’s substantial 
influence on the culture and the people could never allow it then, or now, to be fully destroyed or 

forgotten. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Daoism’s Low-Key Impact on Modern China 

Daoism’s influence in modern day China is low-key yet increasing since its most recent low-point 
during China’s 1966-1976 Cultural Revolution.  Philosophically its impact is scattered and widespread, and 
religiously, much less than that of Buddhism.  The philosophy does still though attract, inspire and inform 
healthcare, science, education, art and entertainment.  The religious monastic order’s presence in society is 
pocketed while the laity maintain a non-monastic network of Daoist temples and shrines.  Grassroot-level 
study and practice of Daoist texts and principles exist yet are most prevalent in Taiwan and Fujian 
provinces.  

The seminal Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) text, the Yellow Emperor’s Classic of Internal 
Medicine, expounds on the Daoist principles of Qi, the Five Elements theory and their relationship to the 
creation and curing of disease.  These principles inform the preventative and curative arts of Chinese 
herbology, acupuncture, acupressure massage, moxibustion, as well as the modern Origin Point massage 
therapy.  Connected in principle to TCM, and sometimes used by it for illness relief and prevention, are of 
course the well-known energetic exercises of Qi Gong and Tai Ji Quan.  

Recent years has seen an up swell in the use of traditional Chinese education in early and adult 
education, that has included the Daoist school of thought.  Though most texts used for young learners are 
Confucian-based, certain Daoist texts also are taught, such as the Classic of Purity and Tractate of the Most 
High One on Actions and Consequences.  Though more prominent in Taiwan, the religion Yi Guan Dao 
includes, amongst their varied philosophical teachings, the Dao De Jing.   The Dao De Jing’s “mystery within 
mystery; the door to all marvels” and “the valley spirit never dies,” both are especially emphasized within the 
religion.   

Interestingly, Yi Guan Dao observes rites that worship Wu Ji Lao 
Mu.  Reverence to Wu Ji Lao Mu is more notably seen in large Daoist 
temples like Xian Tian Yu Xu Temple.  The temple lies outside of Jia Yi city 
in south central Taiwan, and old Daoist transmission traditions are upheld 
still.  Still obviously far less than Buddhism’s, the presence of the Daoist 
monastic order can be seen on the Chinese mainland in Hubei province, at 
Wu Dang Mountain.   

National Taiwan University president Li Si Chen serendipitously 
engaged the scientific world in a study of, among other things, Daoism’s 

principle of Qi.  Of an engineering background the university president set out to disprove existence of 
anything immaterial and extrasensory.  What he ended up finding out after years of study was that the 
Daoist cultivation of Qi in Qigong and Tai Ji Quan not only existed, but so did extrasensory perception and 
supranormal abilities in humans. 

The revival of traditional Chinese culture in the last five years has seen a certain amount 
of development to the traditional culture itself, though in many ways it has merely brought to 
light extant, yet low-key, figures and elements.  Daoist inspired calligraphy and Chinese watercolor painting 
is, and has been, very much around, and it’s been the cultural revival that has boosted those traditional arts 
back into the mainstream.  Other esoteric arts based in Daoist philosophy, such as fortune telling, name-
giving (for infants, companies etc), Fengshui, and talisman writing exist, but are as of yet still culturally 
under the radar. 

 

 

 

Figure 39 Scenes at Wu Dang 
Mountain 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7xep8C9lNM


Less low-key are Daoist elements that can be seen in cinema, TV, advertising 
and online gaming.  Though sincere interest from the mainstream public in Daoist 
principles, like Qi, is still quite lackluster, the market of entertainment seekers for a 
Daoist infused blockbuster or online game, is fairly robust.  From the 1990’s TV 
series “Feng Shen Bang,” to the Hong Kong cinema’s “Ashes of Time,” to Matt 
Damon’s recent movie “The Great Wall,” old Daoist stories, characters and themes 
are quite prevalent.  Currently this is most notable in the Chinese online gaming 
industry where the themes and characters of games draw from China’s own 
immortal and supernatural characters of the past, often Daoist. 

Recent political and economic policy has supported breakneck-speed 
urbanization which goes against the grain of Daoism’s reverence of earthly-nature 
and its aim of harmony with it.  Urbanization is especially prominent in the eastern 
third of China.  Farmers of western China are lured to migrate east with dreams of 
more money and an occupation more socially-respectable than the culturally regarded 
poor lowly farmer.  Those dreams are not coming to fruition for everyone though as 
Chinese economic growth continues to level-out, recently causing migration east to 
decline. 

Most of China still finds itself enamored with the charms of materialistic life with little inclination 
to “return to nature.”  Some though may not have a choice and will be part of the population no longer 
making the effort east, staying by-proxy closer to rural natural areas.  For those still able to make ends meet 
in the cities one key facet of the principle of Yin-Yang will be in full affect though.  That being that when 
anything reaches its own extreme it reverts to its opposite.  Whether it be the collective hurtling toward 
metropolises or the headlong pursuit of happiness through materialism, an inevitable reaction back toward 
nature will take place, if it hasn’t already.  Some of those swinging on the Yin-Yang pendulum back to 
nature will cross paths with Daoism, as it is part and parcel of the Chinese culture and psyche, and it may, 
as Buddhism and Confucianism are experiencing, rise strongly again in popularity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 40 Taiwan and 
Fujian province, along 
with Hong Kong, Macau 
and parts of south east 
Asia, still today worship at 
the non-monastic temples 
of Bao Sheng Da Di, as 
well as to other members of 
the Daoist pantheon. 



 

 

 

Conclusion 

t all started with “that which can be named is not the Dao,” and from the vast Dao coalesced an 
inexhaustible energy, One.  The One split with a bang creating Two, the vast polarized field of Yin-Yang.  
Yang rose to become Heaven, and Yin settled to become earth, and from Two was born Three, that 

element that perfectly embodied Yang and Yin, humanity.   

At some point the natural inclination of humanity to return to Two, to One, and then to Dao, was 
lost to many.  They preferred, often ignorantly and under extreme duress, to remain unaware of and 
unskilled in navigating Yin and Yang.  Thus, the great sages appeared, to guide and teach, and with 
immense wisdom, compassion, creativity and diversity they brought to humanity the wisdom of the Dao.   

Those that were able to pick up on the cues of the sages endeavored to understand and master the 
potential inherent in the Dao became known as Daoists.  They began to put faith in the high tiers of the 
Daoist pantheon.  They obtained guidance from the sage-philosopher Laozi.  They drew inspiration from 
the immortals, masters and adepts whose ways they attempted to mimic.   

Eventually, those that gained achievement in their practices gained political and social renown.  
Attracted to their ways were emperors, who offered portions of the imperial coffers to further Daoist 
philosophy and religion.  Yet there were others who lost political and social favor and retreated into nature, 
and in seclusion practiced to master Yin and Yang so as to taste the golden elixir of One.   

Reform of their philosophy and practices became inevitable when other philosophies and religions 
had their turn to shine in the political and social arena.  Prior Daoist principles and practices no longer 
served and were shied away from having brought fatality to practitioners, and even irrational emperors.  
Fruits of reformation did come to bear though, resulting in neo-schools.  Some of these even brought 
together the great three religions of China in a unique harmony challenging to popular wisdom.   

Though bludgeoned by the mace of modern China’s ten-year cultural revolution, Daoism did not 
die out.  Its mysterious philosophy and principles, along with other beneficial elements, still weave 
themselves through a variety of aspects in Chinese culture.  Not to mention, its influence is very present 
outside the country.  Yet, how could its influence ever completely go away?  As Daoism deals with the 
source of all of unimagined and imagined existence, with the very nature of nature itself, humanity can only 
ignore the deep subconscious chords that Daoism plucks, like a legendary immortal playing the harp, for so 
long. 
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